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SUITE JOURNEY HOUSE CONCERT 

hosted by Studio Espavo
donation based concert

Sunday, September 18, 2016
3:00 pm

Suite Journey is an eclectic, genre-defying duo of Billie Woods and Deborah Schmidt. 
But, the music falls mostly into the singer/songwriter, folk and world music categories. 
The duo performs originals plus a few covers.  

To add to the out-of-the-box allure of Suite Journey, the instrumentation is also quite 
eclectic— Billie on piano and Celtic harp, Deborah on classical guitar, and both women 
on Native American flutes and vocals. Add a couple of cameos with Tibetan singing 
bowls and yak bells, and voila — Suite Journey (www.suitejourney.com)! 

On Sunday, September 18, 2016, Suite Journey will be presenting a musical Tibetan 
travelogue based on their recent journey to Nepal and Tibet. Performing songs from their 

latest album about the journey, “TIBET Land of my Tears”, Suite Journey will also tell stories, and show artifacts and 
slides to engage the senses and give the listener as much of the sojourners' experience as possible.  

The mission of Suite Journey is to help alleviate the oppressive conditions inside Tibet and preserve Tibetan culture. 
50% of all CD and merchandise sales are donated to reputable Tibetan causes. 

LIMITED SEATING! So reserve your seats early as we expect them to go quickly! 

HOUSE CONCERT. Optional: A few chairs, plus floor cushions available for seating. Please bring a chair if floor 
seating is not to your satisfaction. Doors open at 2:30 pm with concert at 3:00 pm. Tea will be served.  

“… one of the most compelling and fascinating duos I’ve ever seen … absolutely special …” 
~Brett Stewart - music critic, blogger and podcaster at Tilting Windmill Studios
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